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POETRY AND SHORT FICTION

A Common Person and Other Stories
R. M. Kinder

Summary
These prizewinning stories champion the everyday person who tries to do his or her best in
demanding and even demeaning situations.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200060
Pub Date: 2/1/21
$23.00 USD
Paperback
200 Pages
Fiction / Short Stories
Series: Richard Sullivan Prize
in Short Fiction

The stories in A Common Person and Other Stories, R. M. Kinder’s third short-story collection and the winner
of the Richard Sullivan Prize in Short Fiction, expose the disruption in our modern life and the ever-present
threat of violence, and, most importantly, they capture the real heroism of everyday people. The characters in
these stories, most set deep in the middle of America, seem to invite trouble through their concern for others:
a neighbor’s mistreated dog, a boy standing up to a bully, a woman who faces cancer and the loss of love.
Kinder’s characters struggle with conflicts common to us all—to treat humans and animals with compassion,
to open minds and hearts to diversity, all while balancing the welfare of the individual and the larger
community. The characters aren’t always loveable, but they have their moments of grace—they accept
responsibility and take stands. These stories, by turns humorous, unsettling, and utterly believable, expose
the dangers of ordinary life as their characters perform acts of defiance, determination, and connection. The
memorable characters in A Common Person and Other Stories are, like us, doing the best they can, and that
is often remarkable and admirable. Considered closely, Kinder shows us, no person is common.

Contributor Bio
R. M. Kinder is the author of three prizewinning collections of short fiction, including A Near-Perfect Gift,
winner of the University of Michigan Press Literary Fiction Award, and Sweet Angel Band and Other Stories,
winner of Helicon Nine Editions’s Willa Cather Fiction Prize. She has also published two novels, An Absolute
Gentleman and The Universe Playing Strings. Her prose has appeared in Passages North, Other Voices, North
American Review, the New York Times, and elsewhere.

Down Along the Piney
Ozarks Stories
John Mort

Summary
Down Along the Piney is John Mort’s fourth short-story collection and winner of the Richard Sullivan Prize in
Short Fiction. With settings in Florida, California, Mexico, Chicago, the Texas Panhandle, and, of course, the
Ozarks themselves, these thirteen stories portray the unsung, amusing, brutal, forever hopeful lives of
ordinary people. Mort chronicles the struggles of "flyover" people who live not just in the Midwest, but
anywhere you can find a farm, small town, or river winding through forested hills. Mort, whose earlier stories
have appeared in the New Yorker, GQ, and The Chicago Tribune, is the author of the award-winning Vietnam
War novel Soldier in Paradise, as well as Goat Boy of the Ozarks and The Illegal. These ironic, unflaggingly
honest stories will remind the reader of Jim Harrison, Sherwood Anderson, and Shirley Jackson.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268104061
Pub Date: 9/30/18
$20.00 USD
Paperback
210 Pages
Fiction / Short Stories
Series: Richard Sullivan Prize
in Short Fiction

Contributor Bio
John Mort's first novel, Soldier in Paradise, won the W. Y. Boyd Award for best military fiction. He has
published seven other books, including the story collections Tanks, The Walnut King, and Dont Mean Nothin:
Vietnam War Stories. John Mort served in Vietnam with the First Cavalry and afterwards attended the
University of Iowa, receiving MFA and MLS degrees. He is a member of the Western Writers of America and in
2013 won a Spur Award for his short story, "The Hog Whisperer," included in this volume. He lives in southern
Missouri where he raises vegetables and fruit.
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God, the Moon, and Other Megafauna
Kellie Wells

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268102265
Pub Date: 9/30/17
$20.00 USD
Paperback
192 Pages
Fiction / Short Stories
Series: Richard Sullivan Prize
in Short Fiction

Kellie Wells is a writer of startling imagination whose "phantasmal stories," Booklist says, "shimmer with a
dreamlike vibrancy." God, the Moon, and Other Megafauna, Wells's second collection of short stories and
winner of the Richard Sullivan Prize in Short Fiction, is populated with the world's castoffs, cranks, and
inveterate oddballs, the deeply aggrieved, the ontologically challenged, the misunderstood mopes that haunt
the shadowy wings of the world?s main stage. Here you will find a teacup-sized aerialist who tries to ingest
the world's considerable suffering; a lonely god growing ever lonelier as the Afterlife swells with monkeys and
other improbable occupants; a father fluent in the language of the Dead who has difficulty communicating
with his living son; and Death himself, a moony adolescent with a tender heart and a lack of ambition.
God-haunted and apocalyptic, comic and formally inventive, these stories give lyrical voice to the
indomitability of the everyday underdog, and they will continue to resonate long after the last word has been
read.

Contributor Bio
Kellie Wells is the author of a previous collection of short fiction, Compression Scars, which was the winner of
the Flannery O'Connor Award, and two novels, Skin and Fat Girl, Terrestrial, a finalist for the Paterson Prize in
Fiction. A congenital Midwesterner, Wells currently lives in Tuscaloosa, where she is associate professor of
English at the University of Alabama.

What I Found Out About Her
Stories of Dreaming Americans
Peter LaSalle

Summary
What I Found Out About Her: Stories of Dreaming American, winner of the 2014 Richard Sullivan Prize in
Short Fiction, reaffirms Peter LaSalle's reputation as one of the most startlingly original writers working in the
short fiction genre today.
In this collection of eleven stories, LaSalle explores how everyday life for many—an FBI agent, a study-abroad
student, a drug dealer's chic girlfriend, a trio of Broadway playwrights, among others—can often take on
something much larger than that, almost the texture of a haunting dream. Marked by stylistic daring and a
rare lyricism in language, this is intense, thoroughly moving fiction that probes the contemporary American
psyche, portraying it in all its frequently painful sadness and also its brave and unflagging hope.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268033927
Pub Date: 8/25/14
$20.00 USD
Paperback

Contributor Bio
Peter LaSalle a member of the creative writing faculty at the University of Texas at Austin.

224 Pages
Fiction / Urban
Series: Richard Sullivan Prize
in Short Fiction
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Listen to the Mourners
The Essential Poems of Nazik Al-Mala’ika
Nazik Al-Mala’ika, ‘Abdulwahid Lu’lu’a

Summary
This is one of the first book-length English translations of Nāzik Al-Malā’ika’s Arabic poetry.
One of the most influential Iraqi poets of the twentieth century, Nāzik Al-Malā’ika pioneered the modern
Arabic verse movement when she broke away from the formalistic classical modes of Arabic poetry that had
prevailed for more than fifteen centuries. Along with ʻAbdulwahhāb Al-Bayyāti and Badre Shākir Al-Sayyāb,
she paved the way for the birth of a new modernist poetic movement in the Arab World.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200947
Pub Date: 11/15/21
$28.00 USD
Paperback
160 Pages
Poetry / Middle Eastern

Until now, very little of Al-Malā’ika’s poetry has been translated into English. Listen to the Mourners contains
forty of her most significant poems selected from six published volumes, including Life Tragedy and a Song
for Man, The Woman in Love with the Night, Sparks and Ashes, The Wave’s Nadir, The Moon Tree, and The
Sea Alters Its Colours. These poems show the beginning of her development from the late romantic
orientation in Arabic poetry toward a more psychological approach. Her poetic form shows a significant
liberation from the traditional two-hemistich line in traditional Arabic poetry, which adheres to the traditional
Arabic measures of prosody and rhyme. ‘Abdulwāḥid Lu’lu’a’s foreword functions as a critical analysis of the
liberated verse movement of the era, and situates the poet among her Arab and Western counterparts. This
accessible, beautifully rendered, and long overdue translation fills a gap in modern Arabic poetry in translation
and will interest students and scholars of Iraqi literature, Middle East studies, women’s studies, and
comparative literature.

Contributor Bio
Nāzik Al-Malā’ika (1923–2007) was an Iraqi poet and is considered by many to be one of the most influential
contemporary Iraqi female poets. She taught at a number of schools and universities, most notably at the
University of Baṣrah and Kuwait University.
‘Abdulwāḥid Lu’lu’a is professor emeritus of English Literature at Philadelphia University in Amman, Jordan, and
the author and translator of over sixty books.

The Inheritance of Haunting
Heidi Andrea Restrepo Rhodes

Summary
Winner of the 2018 Andrés Montoya Poetry Prize, The Inheritance of Haunting, by Heidi Andrea Restrepo
Rhodes, is a collection of poems contending with historical memory and its losses and gains carried within the
body, wrought through colonization and its generations of violence, war, and survival.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268105389
Pub Date: 3/30/19
$15.00 USD
Paperback
108 Pages
Poetry / Caribbean & Latin
American
Series: Andrés Montoya
Poetry Prize

The driving forces behind Rhodes’s work include a decolonizing ethos; a queer sensibility that extends beyond
sexual and gender identities to include a politics of deviance; errantry; ramshackled bodies; and forms of
loving and living that persist in their wild difference. Invoking individual and collective ghosts inherited across
diverse geographies, this collection queers the space between past, present, and future. In these poems,
haunting is a kind of memory weaving that can bestow a freedom from the attenuations of the so-called
American dream, which, according to Rhodes, is a nightmare of assimilation, conquest, and genocide. How
love unfolds is also a Big Bang emergence into life—a way to, again and again, cut the future open, open up
the opening, undertake it, begin.
These poems are written for immigrants, queer and transgender people of color, women, Latin Americans,
diasporic communities, and the many impacted by war.

Contributor Bio
Heidi Andrea Restrepo Rhodes is a queer, mixed-race, latinx second-generation Colombian immigrant, poet,
artist, scholar, and activist. A 2018 Voices of Our Nation Arts (VONA) alum, her poetry has been published in
As/Us, [Pank], Raspa, Word Riot, Feminist Studies, Huizache, and Write Bloody, among other places. Born in
Arizona and raised in California, she currently lives in Brooklyn.
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Splinters Are Children of Wood
Leia Penina Wilson

Summary
The wildly unrestrained poems in Splinters Are Children of Wood, Leia Penina Wilson's second collection and
winner of the Ernest Sandeen Prize in Poetry, pose an increasingly desperate question about what it means to
be a girl, the ways girls are shaped by the world, as well as the role myth plays in this coming of age quest.
Wilson, an afakasi Samoan poet, divides the book into three sections, linking the poems in each section by
titles. In this way the poems act as a continuous song, an ode, or a lament revivifying a narrative that refuses
to adopt a storyline.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268106188
Pub Date: 9/30/19
$15.00 USD
Paperback
126 Pages
Poetry / Women Authors
Series: Ernest Sandeen Prize
in Poetry

Samoan myths and Western stories punctuate this volume in a search to reconcile identity and education. The
lyrical declaration is at once an admiration of love and self-loathing. She kills herself. Resurrects herself. Kills
herself again. She is also killed by the world. Resurrected. Killed again. These poems map displacement,
discontent, and an increasing suspicion of the world itself, or the ways people learn the world. Drawing on the
work of Bhanu Kapil, Anne Waldman, Alice Notley, and Mei-mei Berssenbrugge, Wilson's poems reveal
familiarity and strangeness, invocation and accusation. Both ritual and ruination, the poems return again and
again to desire, myth, the sacred, and body

Contributor Bio
Leia Penina Wilson is an afakasi Samoan poet hailing from the Midwest. Her work has appeared in Dream Pop
Press, Split Lip, Birdfeast, Bombay Gin, Powder Keg, and OmniVerse. She is the author of i built a boat with
all the towels in your closet (and will let you drown), winner of the 2012 To the Lighthouse Poetry Prize.

Among Ruins
Robert Gibb

Summary
Among Ruins is the final volume of Homestead Works, a collection of four books of poetry that explore the
industrial past and legacy of the old steel town of Homestead, Pennsylvania, and, by extension, Pittsburgh.

Contributor Bio
Robert Gibb was born in the steel town of Homestead, Pennsylvania. He is the author of eleven books of
poetry, including The Origins of Evening, which was a National Poetry Series winner. He has received
numerous awards, including two National Endowment for the Arts grants, seven Pennsylvania Council on the
Arts grants, a Best American Poetry Prize, a Pushcart Prize, and The Marsh Hawk Poetry Prize, among others.
He lives on New Homestead Hill above the Monongahela River.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268102104
Pub Date: 9/30/17
$18.00 USD
Paperback
98 Pages
Poetry / American
Series: Ernest Sandeen Prize
in Poetry
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Underdays
Martin Ott

Summary
We encounter many voices in life: from friends and family, from media, from co-workers, from other artists.
In a highly connected global world, where people and entities are electronically enmeshed, we filter these
voices constantly to get to what we determine to be the truth. Taking inspiration from pop culture, politics,
art, and social media, Martin Ott mines daily existence as the inspiration and driving force behind Underdays.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268037390
Pub Date: 8/15/15
$15.00 USD
Paperback
72 Pages
Literary Criticism / Modern
Series: Ernest Sandeen Prize
in Poetry

Underdays is a dialogue of opposing forces: life/death, love/war, the personal/the political. Ott combines
global concerns with personal ones, in conversation between poems or within them, to find meaning in his
search for what drives us to love and hate each other. Within many of the poems, a second voice, expressed
in italic, hints at an opposing force “under” the surface, or multiple voices in conversation with his older and
younger selves—his Underdays—to chart a path forward. What results is a poetic heteroglossia expressing the
richness of a complex world.

Contributor Bio
A former U.S. Army interrogator, Martin Ott is the author of six books of poetry and fiction. He lives in Los
Angeles.

Of Form & Gather
Felicia Zamora

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268101787
Pub Date: 2/28/17
$17.00 USD
Paperback
74 Pages
Poetry / Caribbean & Latin
American
Series: Andrés Montoya
Poetry Prize

Of Form & Gather marks the dazzling debut of Felicia Zamora, whose poems concern themselves with probing
questions, not facile answers. Where does the self reside? What forms do we, as human beings, inhabit as we
experience the world around us? Echoing the collection’s provocative title, final judge Edwin Torres writes:
“Zamora has crafted a work that celebrates form as human evolution—the poem’s breath, the poet’s
body—passing over time in a landscape thirsty for passage.” Privileging journey over destination, Zamora’s
poems spur the reader to immerse herself in linguistic soundscapes where the physicality of the poems
themselves is, in no small part, the point: poems that challenge us to navigate the word/world as both
humans and things. Edwin Torres continues: “This is quietly revolutionary work. . . . A living palimpsest to
newly awaken our social engagement." With the publication of this volume, the Andrés Montoya Poetry Prize,
now in its seventh edition, emphatically makes good on its aim to nurture the various paths that Latino/a
poetry is taking in the twenty-first century.

Contributor Bio
Felicia Zamora won the 2015 Tomaž Šalamun Prize from Verse, and authored the chapbooks Imbibe {et al}
here (2016) and Moby-Dick Made Me Do It (2010). Her poems have been published in Columbia Poetry
Review, Crazyhorse, North American Review, Pleiades, Poetry Northwest, Puerto del Sol, Michigan Quarterly
Review, and TriQuarterly, among others. Zamora lives in Colorado, where she is associate poetry editor for the
Colorado Review. She holds an MFA in creative writing from Colorado State University.
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Furious Dusk
David Campos

Summary
Rhina P. Espaillat, judge of the 2014 Andrés Montoya Poetry Prize, describes Furious Dusk, David Campos’s
winning collection, as "a work whose five parts trace a son’s efforts—only partially successful—to fulfill his
father’s expectations and—perhaps even more difficult—understand those expectations enough to forgive
them.” The poet's reflections are catalyzed by learning of his father’s impending death, which, in turn, forces
him to examine his father’s expectations against his own evolving concept of what it means to be a man.

Contributor Bio

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268023775
Pub Date: 2/15/16
$17.00 USD
Paperback

David Campos lives in Fresno, California, where he teaches English at Fresno City College. His poems have
appeared in The American Poetry Review, Boxcar Poetry Review, Huizache, The Packinghouse Review, Verdad,
and Miramar, among other journals and magazines.

88 Pages
Poetry / American
Series: Andrés Montoya
Poetry Prize

Barefoot
Kevin J. Hart

Summary
Barefoot is Kevin Hart’s eighth collection of poems; it is rich in elegies, meditations on lost love, and
celebrations of new love. The title speaks of mourning, pilgrimage, and the direct sensuous contact of flesh
with earth. Harold Bloom has long extolled Hart as a “visionary of desire,” and in this collection we find that
vision deepened and that desire extended. Never before has Hart stretched his range of inspiration quite so
far; while continuing to draw from Christianity, he also responds to the rich heritage of American Blues, and
reveals a wit as sharp as a razor’s edge. The poetry is at once religious poetry and love poetry; indeed, the
“religious poetry” is itself love poetry. Always, Hart speaks to us in words that seem inevitable in their
simplicity. As he himself has written, “The best conductor of mystery is clarity. The true bearer of complexity
is simplicity.” Barefoot will delight poetry lovers everywhere.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103149
Pub Date: 2/28/18
$18.00 USD
Paperback

Contributor Bio
Kevin Hart is the Edwin B. Kyle Professor of Christian Studies in the Department of Religious Studies at the
University of Virginia. He is the author of Wild Track, (University of Notre Dame Press, 2015).

92 Pages
Poetry / Australian &
Oceanian
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Wild Track
New and Selected Poems
Kevin Hart

Summary
The poems of Kevin Hart have nurtured international poetry audiences for nearly four decades. Translations of
Hart’s work have appeared in Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, and Vietnamese, among other
languages, and bear witness to the growing interest in Hart’s poetry both in the United States and abroad.
This volume performs a valuable service by bringing together the best of Hart’s work from seven published
collections, some of them now out of print, and from his forthcoming book, Barefoot. Wild Track reveals a
poet capable of articulating genuine feeling and considerable philosophical depth. This volume confirms Hart’s
standing as one of the most sophisticated poets writing today.

Contributor Bio
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268011215
Pub Date: 2/1/15
$25.00 USD
Paperback

Kevin Hart teaches at the University of Virginia. His most recent collection of poems is Morning Knowledge
(University of Notre Dame Press, 2011). His books have won many awards.

216 Pages
Poetry / American
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Gay, Catholic, and American
My Legal Battle for Marriage Equality and Inclusion
Gregory Bourke

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201241
Pub Date: 9/1/21
$26.00 USD
Paperback
220 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Lgbt

In this compelling and deeply affecting memoir, Greg Bourke recounts growing up in Louisville, Kentucky, and
living as a gay Catholic. The book describes Bourke’s early struggles for acceptance as an out gay man living in
the South during the 1980s and ’90s, his unplanned transformation into an outspoken gay rights activist after
being dismissed as a troop leader from the Boy Scouts of America in 2012, and his historic role as one of the
named defendants in the landmark United States Supreme Court decision Obergefell vs. Hodges, which
legalized same-sex marriage nationwide in 2015. After being ousted by the Boy Scouts of America (BSA),
former Scoutmaster Bourke became a leader in the movement to amend antigay BSA membership policies. The
Archdiocese of Louisville, because of its vigorous opposition to marriage equality, blocked Bourke’s return to
leadership despite his impeccable long-term record as a distinguished boy scout leader. But while making their
home in Louisville, Bourke and his husband Michael DeLeon have been active members at Our Lady of Lourdes
Catholic Church for more than three decades, and their family includes two adopted children who attended
Lourdes school and were brought up in the faith. Over many years and challenges, this couple has managed to
navigate the choppy waters of being openly gay while integrating into the fabric of their parish life community.
Bourke is unapologetically Catholic, and his faith provides the framework for this inspiring story of how the
Bourke DeLeon family struggled to overcome antigay discrimination by both the BSA and the Catholic Church
and fought to legalize same-sex marriage across the country.
Gay, Catholic, and American is an illuminating account that anyone, no matter their ideological orientation, can
read for insight. It will appeal to those interested in civil rights, Catholic social justice, and LGBTQ inclusion.

Contributor Bio
Greg Bourke has had a long corporate career in information technology and management. He currently works
as a health economist. Bourke and his husband Michael DeLeon were named 2015 Persons of the Year by the
National Catholic Reporter and have been active in establishing LGBTQ alumni networks at the University of
Notre Dame, University of Louisville, University of Kentucky, and other organizations.

Taking the Fight South
Chronicle of a Jew's Battle for Civil Rights in Mississippi
Howard Ball

Summary
In Taking the Fight South, Howard Ball focuses on six years, from 1976 to 1982, when, against the advice of
friends and colleagues in New York, he and his Jewish family moved from the Bronx to Starkville, Mississippi,
where he received a tenured position in the political science department at Mississippi State University. For Ball,
his wife, Carol, and their three young daughters, the move represented a leap of faith, ultimately illustrating
their deep commitment toward racial justice.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268109165
Pub Date: 2/1/21
$32.00 USD
Hardcover
280 Pages
Political Science / Civil
Rights

Ball, with breathtaking historical authority, narrates the experience of his family as Jewish outsiders in
Mississippi, an unfamiliar and dangerous landscape contending with the aftermath of the civil rights struggle.
Signs and natives greeted them with a humiliating and frightening message: "No Jews, Negroes, etc., or dogs
welcome." From refereeing football games, coaching soccer, and helping young black girls integrate the
segregated Girl Scout troops in Starkville, to life-threatening calls from the KKK in the middle of the night, from
his work for the ACLU to his arguments in the press and before a congressional committee for the extension of
the 1965 Voting Rights Act, Ball takes the reader to a precarious time and place in the history of the South. He
was briefly an observer but quickly became an activist, confronting white racists stubbornly holding on to a Jim
Crow white supremacist past and fighting to create a more diverse, equitable, and just society.
Ball's story is one of an imitable advocate who didn't just observe as a passive spectator but interrupted
injustice. Taking the Fight South will join the list of required books to read about the Black Lives Matter
movement and the history of racism in the United States. The book will also appeal to readers interested in
Judaism because of its depiction of anti-Semitism directed toward Starkville's Jewish community, struggling to
survive in the heart of the deep and very fundamentalist Protestant South.

Contributor Bio

Howard Ball is professor emeritus of political science at the University of Vermont. He specializes in civil
liberties, civil rights, constitutional law, and American government.
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William Still
The Underground Railroad and the Angel at Philadelphia
William C. Kashatus

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200367
Pub Date: 4/1/21
$35.00 USD
Hardcover
356 Pages
Social Science / Ethnic
Studies

William Still: The Underground Railroad and the Angel at Philadelphia is the first major biography of the free
black abolitionist William Still, who coordinated the Eastern Line of the Underground Railroad and was a pillar of
the entire Railroad itself. Based in Philadelphia, Still built a reputation as a courageous leader, writer,
philanthropist, and guide for fugitive slaves. This monumental work details Still’s life story beginning with his
parents’ escape from bondage in the early nineteenth century and continuing through his youth and adulthood
as one of the nation’s most important Underground Railroad agents and, later, as an early civil rights pioneer.
Still worked personally with Harriet Tubman, assisted the family of John Brown, helped Brown’s associates
escape from Harper’s Ferry after their famous raid, and was a rival to Frederick Douglass among nationally
prominent African American abolitionists. Still’s life story is told in the broader context of the anti-slavery
movement, Philadelphia Quaker and free black history, and the generational conflict that occurred between Still
and a younger group of free black activists led by Octavius Catto.
Unique to this book is an accessible and detailed database of the 995 fugitives Still helped escape from the
South to the North and Canada between 1853 and 1861. The database contains twenty different fields
—including name, age, gender, skin color, date of escape, place of origin, mode of transportation, and literacy—
and serves as a valuable aid for scholars by offering the opportunity to find new information, and therefore a
new perspective, on runaway slaves who escaped on the Eastern Line of the Underground Railroad. Based on
Still’s own writings and a multivariate statistical analysis of the database of the runaways he assisted on their
escape to freedom, the book challenges previously accepted interpretations of the Underground Railroad. The
audience for William Still is a diverse one, including scholars and general readers interested in the history of the
anti-slavery movement and the operation of the Underground Railroad, as well as genealogists tracing African
American ancestors.

Contributor Bio

William C. Kashatus holds a doctorate in history education from the University of Pennsylvania. He is the author
or co-author of thirty books, including Harriet Tubman: A Biography.

No Bridges Blown
With the OSS Jedburghs in Nazi-Occupied France
William B. Dreux

Summary
A rediscovered classic of military history back in print for the seventy-fifth anniversary of the end of
World War II
When William B. Dreux parachuted into France in 1944, the OSS infantry officer had cinematic visions of
blood-and-guts heroics, of leading the French Maquis resistance forces in daring missions to blow up key
bridges and delay the German advance.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268107987
Pub Date: 4/30/20
$22.00 USD
Paperback
346 Pages
History / Military

This isn’t the glamorized screen-ready account he expected; this is the real story. Dreux’s three-man OSS
team landed behind enemy lines in France, in uniform, far from the targeted bridges. No Bridges Blown is a
story of mistakes, failures, and survival, a story of volunteers and countrymen working together in the French
countryside. The only book written by one of the Jedburghs about his wartime experiences, Dreux brings the
history of World War II to life with stories of real people amidst a small section of the fighting in France.
These people had reckless courage, little training, and faced impossible odds. This story will resonate with
veterans and everyday citizens alike and it brings to life the realities of war on the ground in Nazi-occupied
France.

Contributor Bio
William B. Dreux (1911–1983) graduated from the University of Notre Dame and earned a law degree at
Tulane University. After serving in WWII as a U.S. Army Infantry Officer assigned to the Office of Strategic
Services (OSS), he co-founded the Jones Walker law firm in New Orleans.
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Stories from Palestine
Narratives of Resilience
Marda Dunsky

Summary
In Stories from Palestine: Narratives of Resilience, Marda Dunsky presents a vivid overview of contemporary
Palestinian society in the venues envisioned for a future Palestinian state. Dunsky has interviewed women and
men from cities, towns, villages, and refugee camps who are scientists, artists, writers, students, teachers, and
entrepreneurs. Using their own words, she illuminates their resourcefulness in navigating agriculture, education,
and cultural pursuits in the West Bank; persisting in Jerusalem as a sizable minority in the city; and confronting
the challenges and uncertainties of life in the Gaza Strip. Based on her in-depth personal interviews, the
narratives weave in quantitative data and historical background drawn from a range of secondary sources that
contextualize Palestinian life under occupation.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268200336
Pub Date: 3/1/21
$35.00 USD
Hardcover
268 Pages
History / Middle East

More than a collection of individual stories, Stories from Palestine presents a broad, crosscut view of the
tremendous human potential of this particular society. Narratives that emphasize the human dignity of
Palestinians pushing forward under extraordinary circumstances include those of an entrepreneur who markets
the yields of Palestinian farmers determined to continue cultivating their land, even as the landscape in which
they do so is shrinking; a bookshop owner who stages Palestinian literary events; a professor and medical
doctor who aims to improve health in local Palestinian communities; an award-winning primary school teacher
who provides her pupils a safe and creative learning environment; and a university student who grew up in a
refugee camp, won an international arithmetic competition while in grade school, and went on to pursue a
degree in computer engineering.
The book will interest general readers who want to learn about contemporary Palestinian life in the West Bank,
Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip beyond oft-repeated, media-generated themes of oppression and violence, as
well as students and scholars of Israel-Palestine studies, peace studies, journalistic conflict-zone reporting, and
narrative writing.

Contributor Bio

Marda Dunsky is a journalism scholar and print journalist with expertise in the contemporary Middle East.

Head of the Mossad
In Pursuit of a Safe and Secure Israel
Shabtai Shavit

Summary
Shabtai Shavit, director of the Mossad from 1989 to 1996, is one of the most influential leaders to shape the
recent history of the State of Israel. In this exciting and engaging book, Shavit combines memoir with sober
reflection to reveal what happened during the seven years he led what is widely recognized today as one of
the most powerful and proficient intelligence agencies in the world. Shavit provides an inside account of his
intelligence and geostrategic philosophy, the operations he directed, and anecdotes about his family,
colleagues, and time spent in, among other places, the United States as a graduate student and at the CIA.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108335
Pub Date: 9/30/20
$29.00 USD
Hardcover
434 Pages
Political Science /
Intelligence & Espionage

Shavit’s tenure occurred during many crucial junctures in the history of the Middle East, including the collapse
of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War era; the first Gulf War and Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir’s
navigation of the state and the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) during the conflict; the peace agreement with
Jordan, in which the Mossad played a central role; and the assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
Shavit offers a broad sweep of the integral importance of intelligence in these historical settings and reflects
on the role that intelligence can and should play in Israel's future against Islamist terrorism and Iran’s
eschatological vision.
Head of the Mossad is a compelling guide to the reach of and limits facing intelligence practitioners,
government officials, and activists throughout Israel and the Middle East. This is an essential book for
everyone who cares for Israel’s security and future, and everyone who is interested in intelligence gathering
and covert action.

Contributor Bio
Shabtai Shavit has over fifty years of experience in international security and counterterrorism and is an
internationally recognized authority in the field.
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John Berryman and Robert Giroux
A Publishing Friendship
Patrick Samway S.J.

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108410
Pub Date: 10/31/20
$45.00 USD
Hardcover
298 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Editors, Journalists,
Publishers

This engaging study provides new perspectives on the lives and work of two major figures in American poetry
and publishing in the second half of the twentieth century: Robert Giroux (1914–2008), editor-in-chief of
Harcourt, Brace and Company and later of Farrar, Straus and Giroux, and John Berryman (1914–1972),
Pulitzer Prize–winning poet and Shakespearean scholar who also received a National Book Award and a
Bollingen Prize for Poetry. From their first meeting as undergraduates at Columbia College in New York City in
the early 1930s, Giroux and Berryman became lifelong friends and publishing partners. Patrick Samway
received unprecedented access to Giroux’s letters and essays. By incorporating either sections or whole letters
of the correspondence between Berryman and Giroux into this book, Samway makes available for the first
time a historical account of their relationship, including revealing portraits of their personal lives.
As Giroux edited over a dozen books by Berryman, his letters to the poet were often filled with editorial
details and pertinent observations, emanating from his genuine affection for his friend, whose talent he never
doubted, even as Berryman endured prolonged periods of hospitalization due to his alcoholism. Giroux gave
Berryman the greatest gift he could: sustained encouragement to continue writing without trying to
manipulate or discourage him in any way. But Giroux also had a deep-seated secret desire to surpass the
essays written about Shakespeare by Berryman, as well as the book on Shakespeare written by their mutual
professor Mark Van Doren. Giroux’s volume, The Book Known as Q: A Consideration of Shakespeare’s
Sonnets, was finally published in 1982. Samway’s fascinating account of a gifted but troubled poet and his
devoted yet conflicted editor will interest fans of Berryman and all readers and students of American poetry.

Contributor Bio
Patrick Samway, S.J., professor emeritus of English at St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia, is the author or
editor/co-editor of fifteen books, including The Letters of Robert Giroux and Thomas Merton (2015) and
Flannery O’Connor and Robert Giroux: A Publishing Partnership (2018), both published by the University of
Notre Dame Press.

Flannery O'Connor and Robert Giroux
A Publishing Partnership
Patrick Samway, S.J.

Summary
Flannery O'Connor is considered one of America's greatest fiction writers. The immensely talented Robert
Giroux, editor-in-chief of Harcourt, Brace & Company and later of Farrar, Straus & Giroux, was her devoted
friend and admirer. He edited her three books published during her lifetime, plus Everything that Rises Must
Converge, which she completed just before she died in 1964 at the age of thirty-nine, the posthumous The
Complete Stories of Flannery O'Connor, and the subsequent award-winning collection of her letters titled The
Habit of Being. When poet Robert Lowell first introduced O'Connor to Giroux in March 1949, she could not
have imagined the impact that meeting would have on her life or on the landscape of postwar American
literature.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268103095
Pub Date: 3/30/18
$39.00 USD
Hardcover
320 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Women

Flannery O'Connor and Robert Giroux: A Publishing Partnership sheds new light on an area of Flannery
O’Connor’s life—her relationship with her editors—that has not been well documented or narrated by critics
and biographers. Impressively researched and rich in biographical details, this book chronicles Giroux’s and
O’Connor’s personal and professional relationship, not omitting their circle of friends and fellow writers,
including Robert Lowell, Caroline Gordon, Sally and Robert Fitzgerald, Allen Tate, Thomas Merton, and Robert
Penn Warren. As Patrick Samway explains, Giroux guided O'Connor to become an internationally acclaimed
writer of fiction and nonfiction, especially during the years when she suffered from lupus at her home in
Milledgeville, Georgia, a disease that eventually proved fatal. Excerpts from their correspondence, some of
which are published here for the first time, reveal how much of Giroux's work as editor was accomplished
through his letters to Milledgeville. They are gracious, discerning, and appreciative, just when they needed to
be. In Father Samway's portrait of O'Connor as an extraordinarily dedicated writer and businesswoman, she
emerges as savvy, pragmatic, focused, and determined. This engrossing account of O'Connor's publishing
history will interest, in addition to O'Connor's fans, all readers and students of American literature.

Contributor Bio
Patrick Samway, S.J. is professor emeritus of English at St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia.
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The Letters of Robert Giroux and Thomas Merton
Patrick Samway, S.J., Jonathan Montaldo

Summary
From the time they first met as undergraduates at Columbia College in New York City in the mid-1930s, the
noted editor Robert Giroux (1914–2008) and the Trappist monk and writer Thomas Merton (1915–1968)
became friends. The Letters of Robert Giroux and Thomas Merton capture their personal and professional
relationship, extending from the time of the publication of Merton's 1948 best-selling spiritual autobiography,
The Seven Storey Mountain, until a few months before Merton's untimely death in December 1968. As editorin-chief at Harcourt, Brace & Company and then at Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Giroux not only edited twenty-six
of Merton's books but served as an adviser to Merton as he dealt with unexpected problems with his religious
superiors at the Abbey of Our Lady of Gethsemani in Kentucky, as well as those in France and Italy.
University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268017866
Pub Date: 8/17/15
$29.00 USD
Paperback

These letters, arranged chronologically, offer invaluable insights into the publishing process that brought some
of Merton's most important writings to his readers. Patrick Samway, S.J., had unparalleled access not only to
the materials assembled here but to Giroux's unpublished talks about Merton, which he uses to his advantage,
especially in his beautifully crafted introduction that interweaves the stories of both men with a chronicle of
their personal and collaborative relationship. The result is a rich and rewarding volume, which shows how
Giroux helped Merton to become one of the greatest spiritual writers of the twentieth century.

408 Pages
Language Arts & Disciplines
/ Publishing

Contributor Bio
Patrick Samway, S.J. is professor emeritus of English at St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia.
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March 1917
The Red Wheel, Node III, Book 1
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Marian Schwartz

Summary
The Red Wheel is Solzhenitsyn’s magnum opus about the Russian Revolution. Solzhenitsyn tells this story in the
form of a meticulously researched historical novel, supplemented by newspaper headlines of the day, fragments
of street action, cinematic screenplay, and historical overview. The first two nodes—August 1914 and November
1916—focus on Russia’s crises and recovery, on revolutionary terrorism and its suppression, on the missed
opportunity of Pyotr Stolypin’s reforms, and how the surge of patriotism in August 1914 soured as Russia bled
in World War I.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268102661
Pub Date: 10/1/20
$29.00 USD
Paperback
672 Pages
Fiction / Historical
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

March 1917—the third node—tells the story of the Russian Revolution itself, during which not only does the
Imperial government melt in the face of the mob, but the leaders of the opposition prove utterly incapable of
controlling the course of events. The action of book 1 (of four) of March 1917 is set during March 8–12. The
absorbing narrative tells the stories of more than fifty characters during the days when the Russian Empire
begins to crumble. Bread riots in the capital, Petrograd, go unchecked at first, and the police are beaten and
killed by mobs. Efforts to put down the violence using the army trigger a mutiny in the numerous reserve
regiments housed in the city, who kill their officers and rampage. The anti-Tsarist bourgeois opposition,
horrified by the violence, scrambles to declare that it is provisionally taking power, while socialists immediately
create a Soviet alternative to undermine it. Meanwhile, Emperor Nikolai II is away at military headquarters and
his wife Aleksandra is isolated outside Petrograd, caring for their sick children. Suddenly, the viability of the
Russian state itself is called into question.

Contributor Bio

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn is widely acknowledged as one of the most important figures—and perhaps the most
important writer—of the last century. His story One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) made him
famous, and The Gulag Archipelago, published to worldwide acclaim in 1973, further unmasked communism and
played a critical role in its eventual defeat. Solzhenitsyn won the Nobel Prize in 1970 and was exiled to the West
in 1974. He ultimately published dozens of plays, poems, novels, and works of history, nonfiction, and memoir.

March 1917
The Red Wheel, Node III, Book 2
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Marian Schwartz

Summary
The Red Wheel is Nobel Prize–winner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's multivolume epic work about the Russian
Revolution. He spent decades writing about just four of the most important periods, or "nodes.” This is the
first time that the monumental March 1917—the third node—has been translated into English. It tells the
story of the Russian Revolution itself, during which the Imperial government melts in the face of the mob, and
the giants of the opposition also prove incapable of controlling the course of events.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268106850
Pub Date: 11/15/19
$39.00 USD
Hardcover
728 Pages
Fiction / Historical
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

The action of Book 2 (of four) of March 1917 is set during March 13–15, 1917, the Russian Revolution's
turbulent second week. The revolution has already won inside the capital, Petrograd. News of the revolution
flashes across all Russia through the telegraph system of the Ministry of Roads and Railways. But this is
wartime, and the real power is with the army. At Emperor Nikolai II’s order, the Supreme Command sends
troops to suppress the revolution in Petrograd. Meanwhile, victory speeches ring out at Petrograd's Tauride
Palace. Inside, two parallel power structures emerge: the Provisional Government and the Executive
Committee of the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers’ Deputies, which sends out its famous "Order No.
1," presaging the destruction of the army. The troops sent to suppress the Petrograd revolution are halted by
the army’s own top commanders. The Emperor is detained and abdicates, and his ministers are jailed and
sent to the Peter and Paul Fortress. This sweeping, historical novel is a must-read for Solzhenitsyn's many
fans, as well as those interested in twentieth-century history, Russian history and literature, and military
history.

Contributor Bio
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn is widely acknowledged as one of the most important figures—and perhaps the most
important writer—of the last century. His story One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) made him
famous, and The Gulag Archipelago, published to worldwide acclaim in 1973, further unmasked communism and
played a critical role in its eventual defeat. Solzhenitsyn won the Nobel Prize in 1970 and was exiled to the West
in 1974. He ultimately published dozens of plays, poems, novels, and works of history, nonfiction, and memoir.
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March 1917
The Red Wheel, Node III, Book 3
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Marian Schwartz

Summary
One of the masterpieces of world literature, The Red Wheel is Nobel prizewinner Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s
multivolume epic work about the Russian Revolution told in the form of a historical novel. March 1917—the
third node—tells the story, day by day, of the Russian Revolution itself. Until recently, the final two nodes have
been unavailable in English. The publication of Book 1 of March 1917 (in 2017) and Book 2 (in 2019) has begun
to rectify this situation.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268201708
Pub Date: 10/1/21
$42.00 USD
Hardcover
688 Pages
Fiction / Historical
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

The action of Book 3 (out of four) is set during March 16–22, 1917. In Book 3, the Romanov dynasty ends and
the revolution starts to roll out from Petrograd toward Moscow and the Russian provinces. The dethroned
Emperor Nikolai II makes his farewell to the Army and is kept under guard with his family. In Petrograd, the
Provisional Government and the Soviet of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Deputies continue to exercise power in
parallel. The war hero Lavr Kornilov is appointed military chief of Petrograd. But the Soviet’s “Order No. 1”
reaches every soldier, undermining the officer corps and shaking the Army to its foundations. Many officers,
including the head of the Baltic Fleet, the progressive Admiral Nepenin, are murdered. Black Sea Fleet Admiral
Kolchak holds the revolution at bay; meanwhile, Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich, the emperor’s uncle, makes
his way to military headquarters, naïvely thinking he will be allowed to take the Supreme Command.

Contributor Bio
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Nobel Prize laureate in literature, was a Soviet political prisoner from 1945 to 1953.
His story One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) made him famous, and The Gulag Archipelago (1973)
further unmasked Communism and played a critical role in its eventual defeat. Solzhenitsyn was exiled to the
West in 1974. He ultimately published dozens of plays, poems, novels, and works of history, nonfiction, and
memoir.

Between Two Millstones, Book 1
Sketches of Exile, 1974–1978
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Peter Constantine, Daniel Mahoney

Summary
Between Two Millstones, Book 1 begins on February 12, 1974, when Solzhenitsyn found himself forcibly
expelled to Frankfurt, West Germany as a result of the publication in the West of The Gulag Archipelago.
Solzhenitsyn moved to Zurich, Switzerland, for a time and was considered the most famous man in the world,
hounded by journalists and reporters. During this period, he found himself untethered and unable to work while
he tried to acclimate to his new surroundings.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268105013
Pub Date: 10/30/18
$35.00 USD
Hardcover
480 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

Between Two Millstones contains vivid descriptions of Solzhenitsyn's journeys to various European countries and
North American locales, where he and his wife Natalia (“Alya”) searched for a location to settle their young
family. There are fascinating descriptions of one-on-one meetings with prominent individuals, detailed accounts
of public speeches such as the 1978 Harvard University commencement, comments on his television
appearances, accounts of his struggles with unscrupulous publishers and agents who mishandled the Western
editions of his books, and the KGB disinformation efforts to besmirch his name. There are also passages on
Solzhenitsyn's family and their property in Cavendish, Vermont, whose forested hillsides and harsh winters
evoked his Russian homeland, and where he could finally work undisturbed on his ten-volume history of the
Russian Revolution, The Red Wheel. Stories include the efforts made to assure a proper education for the
writer's three sons, their desire to return one day to their home in Russia, and descriptions of his extraordinary
wife, editor, literary advisor, and director of the Russian Social Fund, Alya, who successfully arranged, at great
peril to herself and to her family, to smuggle Solzhenitsyn's invaluable archive out of the Soviet Union.

Contributor Bio

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Nobel Prize laureate in literature, was a Soviet political prisoner from 1945 to 1953. His
story One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) made him famous, and The Gulag Archipelago (1973)
further unmasked Communism and played a critical role in its eventual defeat. Solzhenitsyn was exiled to the
West in 1974. He ultimately published dozens of plays, poems, novels, and works of history, nonfiction, and
memoir.
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Between Two Millstones, Book 2
Exile in America, 1978-1994
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Clare Kitson, Melanie Moore

Summary

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268109004
Pub Date: 11/15/20
$39.00 USD
Hardcover
680 Pages
Biography & Autobiography
/ Personal Memoirs
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

Between Two Millstones, Book 2 picks up the story of Solzhenitsyn’s remarkable life after the raucous publicity
over his 1978 Harvard Address has died down. The author parries attacks from the Soviet state (and its many
fellow-travelers in the Western press) as well as from recent émigrés who, according to Solzhenitsyn, defame
Russian culture, history, and religion. He shares his unvarnished view of several infamous episodes, such as a
sabotaged meeting with Ronald Reagan, aborted Senate hearings regarding Radio Liberty, and Gorbachev’s
protracted refusal to allow The Gulag Archipelago to be published back home. There is also a captivating
chapter detailing his trips to Japan, Taiwan, and Great Britain, including meetings with Margaret Thatcher and
Prince Charles and Princess Diana. Meanwhile, the central themes of Book 1 course through this volume, too—
the immense artistic quandary of fashioning The Red Wheel, staunch Western hostility to the historical and
future Russia (and how much can, or should, the author do about it), and the challenges of raising his three
sons in the language and spirit of Russia while cut off from the homeland in a remote corner of rural New
England. The book concludes in 1994, as Solzhenitsyn bids farewell to the West in a valedictory series of
speeches and meetings with world leaders, including John Paul II, and prepares at last to return home with his
beloved wife Natalia, full of misgivings about what use he can be in the first chaotic years of post-Communist
Russia, but never wavering in his conviction that, in the long run, his books would speak, influence, and
convince. This vibrant, faithful, and long-awaited first English translation of Between Two Millstones, Book 2,
will fascinate Solzhenitsyn's many admirers, as well as those interested in twentieth-century history, Russian
history, and literature in general.

Contributor Bio

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Nobel Prize laureate, was a Soviet political prisoner from 1945 to 1953. His story One
Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (1962) made him famous, and The Gulag Archipelago (1973) further
unmasked Communism and played a critical role in its eventual defeat. Solzhenitsyn was exiled to the West in
1974. He ultimately published dozens of plays, poems, novels, and works of history, nonfiction, and memoir.

Solzhenitsyn and American Culture
The Russian Soul in the West
David P. Deavel, Jessica Hooten Wilson

Summary
For many Americans of both right and left political persuasions, the Russian bear is more of a bugbear. On the
right, the country is still mentally represented by Soviet domination. For those on the left, it is a harbor for
reactionary values and neo-imperial visions. The reality, however, is that, despite Russia’s political failures, its
rich history of culture, religion, and philosophical reflection—even during the darkest days of the Gulag—have
been a deposit of wisdom for American artists, religious thinkers, and political philosophers probing what it
means to be human in America.

University of Notre Dame
Press
9780268108250
Pub Date: 10/31/20
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
392 Pages
History / Europe
Series: The Center for Ethics
and Culture Solzhenitsyn
Series

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn stands out as the key figure in this conversation, as both a Russian literary giant and an
exile from Russia living in America for two decades. This anthology reconsiders Solzhenitsyn’s work from a
variety of perspectives—his faith, his politics, and the influences and context of his literature—to provide a
prophetic vision for our current national confusion over universal ideals. In Solzhenitsyn and American Culture:
The Russian Soul in the West, David P. Deavel and Jessica Hooten Wilson have collected essays from the
foremost scholars and thinkers of comparative studies who have been tracking what Americans have borrowed
and learned from Solzhenitsyn as well as his fellow Russians. The book offers a consideration of what we have
in common—the truth, goodness, and beauty America has drawn from Russian culture and from masters such
as Solzhenitsyn—and will suggest to readers what we can still learn and what we must preserve. The book will
interest fans of Solzhenitsyn and scholars across the disciplines, and it can be used in courses on Solzhenitsyn
or Russian literature more broadly.

Contributor Bio
David P. Deavel is visiting assistant professor of Catholic studies and co-director of the Terrence J. Murphy
Institute for Catholic Thought, Law, and Public Policy at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Jessica Hooten Wilson is the Louise Cowan Scholar in Residence at the University of Dallas.
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Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes
Violent Myths of the U.S.-Mexico Frontier
Rafael Acosta Morales

Summary
In this innovative study, Rafael Acosta Morales ties the pride that many communities felt for heroic tales of
banditry and rebels to the darker repercussions of the violence inflicted by the representatives of the law or the
state. Narratives on bandits, cowboys, and desperadoes promise redistribution, regeneration, and community,
but they often bring about the very opposite of those goals. This paradox is at the heart of Acosta Morales’s
book.

University of Notre Dame
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Pub Date: 6/15/21
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Hardcover
252 Pages
Literary Criticism /
Caribbean & Latin American
Series: Latino Perspectives

Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes examines the relationship between affect, narrative, and violence
surrounding three historical archetypes—social bandits (often associated with the drug trade), cowboys, and
desperadoes—and how these narratives create affective loops that recreate violent structures in the Mexican
American frontier. Morales analyzes narrative in literary, cinematic, and musical form, examining works by
Américo Paredes, Luis G. Inclán, Clint Eastwood, Rolando Hinojosa, Yuri Herrera, and Cormac McCarthy. The
book focuses on how narratives of Mexican social banditry become incorporated into the social order that
bandits rose against and how representations of violence in the U.S. weaponize narratives of trauma in order to
justify and expand the violence that cowboys commit. Finally, it explains the usage of universality under the
law as a means of criminalizing minorities by reading the stories of Mexican American men who were turned
into desperadoes by the criminal law system.
Drug Lords, Cowboys, and Desperadoes demonstrates how these stories led to recreated violence and
criminalization of minorities, a conversation especially important during this time of recognizing social inequality
and social injustices. The book is part of a growing body of scholarship that applies theoretical approaches to
borderlands studies, and it will be of interest to students and scholars in American and Mexican history and
literature, border studies, literary criticism, cultural criticism, and related fields.

Contributor Bio

Rafael Acosta Morales is assistant professor of Spanish at the University of Kansas and a contributor to Modern
Mexican Culture.

The Picaresque and the Writing Life in Mexico
Jorge Téllez

Summary
This book studies picaresque narratives from 1690 to 2013, examining how this literary form serves
as a reflection on the material conditions necessary for writing literature in Mexico.

University of Notre Dame
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9780268200176
Pub Date: 5/15/21
$60.00 USD
Hardcover
292 Pages
Literary Criticism /
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In The Picaresque and the Writing Life in Mexico, Jorge Téllez argues that Mexican writers have drawn on the
picaresque as a device for pondering what they regard as the perils of intellectual and creative labor.
Surveying ten narratives from 1690 to 2013, Téllez shows how, by and large, all of them are iterations of the
same basic structure: pícaro meets writer; picaro tells life story; writer eagerly writes it down. This written
mediation (sometimes fictional but other times completely factual) is presented as part of a transaction in
which it is rarely clear who is exploiting whom. Highlighting this ambiguity, Téllez’s study brings into focus the
role that the picaresque has played in the presentation of writers as disenfranchised and vulnerable subjects.
But as Téllez demonstrates, these narratives embody a discourse of precarity that goes beyond pícaros, and
applies to all subjects who engage in the production and circulation of literature. In this way, Téllez shows
that the literary form of the picaresque is, above all, a reflection on the value of literature, as well as on the
place and role of writing in Mexican society more broadly.
The Picaresque and the Writing Life in Mexico is a unique work that suggests new paths for studying the
reiteration of literary forms across centuries. Looking at the picaresque in particular, Téllez offers a new
interpretation of this genre within its national context and suggests ways in which this genre remains relevant
for reflecting on literature in contemporary society. It will be of interest to students and scholars of Latin
American studies, Mexican cultures and literatures, and comparative literature.

Contributor Bio
Jorge Téllez is assistant professor of romance languages in the Department of Hispanic and Portuguese
Studies at the University of Pennsylvania. He is the author of Poéticas del Nuevo Mundo.
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Toward a Sacramental Poetics
Regina Schwartz, Patrick McGrath

Summary
Distinguished theologians and literary scholars explore the workings of the sacred and the
sacramental in language and literature.
What does a sacramental poetics offer that secular cultural theory, for all of its advances, may have missed?
How does a sacred understanding of the world differ from a strictly secular one? This volume develops the
theory of “sacramental poetics” advanced by Regina Schwartz in her 2008 book on English Reformation
writers, taking the theory in new directions while demonstrating how enduring and widespread this poetics is.

University of Notre Dame
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Hardcover
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Toward a Sacramental Poetics addresses two urgent questions we have inherited from a half century of
secular critical thought. First, how do we understand the relationship between word and thing, sign and
signified, other than as some naive direct representation or as a completely arbitrary language game? And,
second, how can the subject experience the world beyond instrumentalizing it? The contributors conclude that
a sacramental poetics responds to both questions, offering an understanding of the sign that, by pointing
beyond itself, suggests wonder. The contributors explore a variety of topics in relation to sacramental poetics,
including political theology, miracles, modernity, translation and transformation, and the metaphysics of love.
They draw from diverse resources, from Dante to Hopkins, from Richard Hooker to Stoker's Dracula, from the
King James Bible to Wallace Stevens. Toward a Sacramental Poetics is an important contribution to studies of
religion and literature, the sacred and the secular, literary theory, and theologies of aesthetics.
Contributors: Regina M. Schwartz, Patrick J. McGrath, Rowan Williams, Subha Mukherji, Stephen Little, Kevin
Hart, John Milbank, Hent de Vries, Jean-Luc Marion, Ingolf U. Dalferth, Lori Branch, and Paul Mariani.

Contributor Bio
Regina M. Schwartz is professor of English at Northwestern University.
Patrick J. McGrath is assistant professor of English at Southern Illinois University.

Beyond the Story
American Literary Fiction and the Limits of Materialism
Christina Bieber Lake

Summary
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Hardcover
212 Pages
Literary Criticism /
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Beyond the Story: American Literary Fiction and the Limits of Materialism argues that theology is crucial to
understanding the power of contemporary American stories. By drawing on the theories of M. M. Bakhtin,
Christian personalism, and contemporary phenomenology, Lake argues that literary fiction activates an
irreducibly personal intersubjectivity between author, reader, and characters. Stories depend on a dignitygranting valuation of the particular lives of ordinary people, which is best described as an act of love that
mirrors the love of the divine. Through original readings of the fiction of Philip Roth, Cormac McCarthy, Lydia
Davis, Toni Morrison, and others, Lake enters into a dialogue with postsecular theory and cognitive literary
studies to reveal the limits of sociobiology’s approach to culture. The result is a book that will remind readers
how storytelling continually reaffirms the transcendent value of human beings in an inherently personal
cosmos.
This book will be of interest to students and scholars of theology and literary studies, as well as a broad
audience of readers seeking to engage on a deeper level with contemporary literature.

Contributor Bio
Christina Bieber Lake is the Clyde S. Kilby Professor of English at Wheaton College. She is the author of a
number of books, including Prophets of the Posthuman: American Fiction, Biotechnology, and the Ethics of
Personhood (University of Notre Dame Press, 2013), winner of the Aldersgate Prize and the Catholic Press
Association Book Award for Faith and Science.
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Lessons from Walden
Thoreau and the Crisis of American Democracy
Bob Pepperman Taylor

Summary
Throughout this original and passionate book, Bob Pepperman Taylor presents a wide-ranging inquiry into the
nature and implications of Henry David Thoreau’s thought in Walden and Civil Disobedience. Taylor pursues
this inquiry in three chapters, each focusing on a single theme: chapter 1 examines simplicity and the ethics
of “voluntary poverty,” chapter 2 looks at civil disobedience and the role of “conscience” in democratic politics,
and chapter 3 concentrates on what “nature” means to us today and whether we can truly “learn from
nature.” Taylor considers Thoreau’s philosophy, and the philosophical problems he raises, from the perspective
of a wide range of thinkers and commentators drawn from history, philosophy, the social sciences, and
popular media, breathing new life into Walden and asking how it is alive for us today.
University of Notre Dame
Press
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Pub Date: 3/30/20
$29.00 USD
Hardcover
258 Pages
Political Science / History &
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In Lessons from Walden, Taylor allows all sides to have their say, even as he persistently steers the discussion
back to a nuanced reading of Thoreau’s actual position. With its tone of friendly urgency, this interdisciplinary
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